Intense conflict since March 2015 has created a vast humanitarian crisis in Yemen. An estimated 18.8 million people need some form of humanitarian or protection assistance, including 10.3 million who are in acute need. High levels of food insecurity and malnutrition, large scale displacement, and declining health and social services are impacting the lives of millions. Collapsing social protection safety nets and a faltering economy require immediate action to avert a greater humanitarian catastrophe. National and international humanitarian partners aim to reach 12 million people with direct assistance in 2017.
**PEOPLE TARGETED VS PEOPLE IN ACUTE NEED BY SECTOR**

- Health: People targeted 10.5, People in acute need 8.8
- WASH: People targeted 8.3, People in acute need 8.2
- Food Security and Agriculture: People targeted 8.3, People in acute need 7.0
- Protection: People targeted 3.6, People in acute need 2.9
- Nutrition: People targeted 2.6, People in acute need 4.0
- Shelter/NFI/CCCM: People targeted 2.3, People in acute need 3.9
- Emergency Employment & Community Rehabilitation: People targeted 1.4
- Education: People targeted 1.1
- Refugees & Migrants Multi-Sector: People targeted 0.29, People in acute need 0.03

---

**HUB COVERAGE AND BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL PEOPLE TARGETED BY HUB**

- SANA’A:人民 targeted 3.6
- AL HUDAYDAH: 2.6
- ADEN: 2.3
- IBB: 2.2
- SA’ADA: 0.74
- AL MUKALLA (planned): 0.51

Total people targeted: 12.0M

---

**NUMBER OF YHRP PROJECTS BY NUMBER AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION**

- **UN**: 287 projects
  - 129 projects
  - 64 projects
  - 41 projects
  - 24 projects
- **INGO**: 229 projects
  - 93 projects
- **GULF**: 45 projects

---

**FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS (USD) BY SECTOR**

- **Coord.**: 17.9M
- **Edu.**: 114.1M
- **Emergency Telecomm.**: 110.8M
- **FSA**: 127.7M
- **Health**: 32.1M
- **Logistics**: 66.9M
- **Nut.**: 19.5M
- **Proj.**: 182.2M
- **Shelter**: 44.3M
- **WASH**: 332.1M
- **Total reqts including RMMS**: 2.1 BN

---

(*) Sector targets and requirements comprise the Refugee and Migrant Multi-Sector Response Plan (RMMS) figures. RMMS sectoral requirements are estimates, as RMMS assistance may be provided as part of a multi-sector package.
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